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in OCtOBer 2011, Canada’s natiOnal energy BOard granted three companies per-
mission to export liquefied natural gas from a terminal near kitimat on British Columbia’s north 
coast.

if these exports materialize, there will be a major spike in natural gas production in BC’s north-
east corner, with big consequences for the province’s water and hydroelectricity resources and 
greenhouse gas emissions. that’s because much of the gas will originate from deeply buried shale 
formations.

BC’s shale gas production is the natural gas equivalent of alberta’s tar sands oil. Both require 
tremendous amounts of water and energy to produce, which is why they are sometimes called 
“unconventional” fossil fuels. But while the tar sands have been a 
flashpoint for heated public debate, BC’s shale gas developments 
have flown largely under the radar screen, due to a persistent lack 
of information-sharing and public consultation by the provincial 
government. the government’s reluctance to discuss the potential 
for massive increases in water and hydro power usage by the shale 
gas industry is troubling to say the least, as is the enormous potential 
for increases in greenhouse gas emissions as the shale gas industry 
expands its operations.

getting shale gas out of the ground and into pipelines requires far greater 
effort than is the case with gas or oil from more conventional sources — easier to 
access reservoirs and more porous geologic formations — which is but one reason for this 
fossil fuel’s heavy greenhouse gas footprint.

s U m m a r y

Fracking Up Our Water, 
Hydro Power and Climate
BC’s reckless Pursuit of shale gas

shale gas is the 
natural gas equivalent 
of alberta’s tar sands 
oil. Both require 
tremendous amounts 
of water and energy 
to produce. 
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industry and government promote natural gas as a “green” alternative to conventional fossil fuels 

that will bring much-needed jobs and revenue to BC. But this study reaches the opposite conclu-

sion. green resources in high volume — water and hydroelectricity — will be required to produce 

more and more dirty energy, in the form of a greenhouse gas emitting fuel. 

Consider the following:

•	 greenhouse gases associated with the production of BC shale gas are poised to double 

by 2020, meaning that every other sector in the provincial economy would have to cut 

their emissions by half for BC to meet its gHg emissions reduction targets.

•	 a recent BC Hydro assessment concluded that accommodating the projected power 

needs of BC’s shale gas sector would require two to three times the power produced at 

the proposed site C dam on the Peace river.

•	 shale gas industry records are being set for water usage and fracking at individual well 

pads in northeast BC, with up to 600 Olympic swimming pools worth of water used 

at some sites. thousands of such sites could be developed in the decades ahead, in 

regions of the province where little meaningful data on water resources exists.

•	 members of the general public and First nations in whose territories shale gas projects 

occur are effectively out of the loop when it comes to being meaningfully consulted.

•	 BC is encouraging shale gas industry expansion through subsidies — which accelerate 

environmental degradation while simultaneously failing to capture maximum eco-

nomic value from the resource — due to a glut of gas in north america and prevailing 

low prices.

•	 regulation of industry activities, including controversial water withdrawals, is now 

largely in the hands of BC’s Oil and gas Commission, whose primary mandate is to 

facilitate energy industry expansion, not to protect the environment.

FraCking and greenHOUse gases

Currently, much of the gas produced in BC moves by pipeline to alberta, where the biggest 

industrial user of natural gas is the tar sands industry. We are literally exporting the world’s most 

energy-intensive natural gas to help produce some of our planet’s most energy-intensive oil.

if liquefied natural gas (lng) facilities materialize in BC, the scenario might change somewhat, 

in that a lot more gas would go by tanker to asia. But it’s possible that BC ends up shipping 

more shale gas to both asia and alberta’s tar sands industry, and possibly more gas to alberta 

for conversion to a range of liquid fuels, including diesel, naphtha and propane. individually or 

collectively, these projects will dramatically increase gHgs in the jurisdictions that BC exports its 

gas to, while gHg emissions in BC will rise quickly as well.

natural gas is often described as a greener alternative to coal and diesel, a “transitional” fossil fuel, 

because it creates fewer gHgs when burned. But gas production is another matter entirely. When 

all the emissions associated with fracking and its aftermath are factored in — including methane 

and CO2 releases — shale gas may well be as dirty as coal. the BC government has scrupulously 

avoided discussing this, as well as avoiding regulations that would dramatically curb industry 

emissions.

industry and 
government promote 

natural gas as a 
“green” alternative 

to conventional 
fossil fuels that will 

bring much-needed 
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mOre sHale gas: mOre HydrO POWer demands Or mOre gas BUrned

With power demands in the shale gas industry steadily increasing, there is considerable pressure 
to dramatically expand the province’s hydroelectric transmission grid. if this happens, the poten-
tial ripple effect could be enormous, ultimately influencing a decision on whether to proceed with 
a controversial proposal to build a third dam — site C — on the Peace river. in fact, if the shale 
gas industry expands as it is projected to do, it will need the equivalent of more than two site C 
dams’ worth of power. the drive to increase hydroelectricity production is coming from industry, 
and yet has been used by BC Hydro as a justification for increasing residential rates, which are 
already much higher than industrial rates. as a result, British Columbians subsidize the oil and gas 
industry’s hydro consumption.

in the absence of increased hydro power transmission and/or increased hydro production, the 
default position will be to burn more shale gas to generate power, with that power then being 
used to drive the production of more shale gas — a double climatic whammy.

little retUrn On PUBliC inVestment

the BC government has focused on the oil and gas industry as a key source of employment and 
prosperity, which may leave the impression that significant economic benefits outweigh environ-
mental concerns. However, in 2007, oil, gas and mining accounted for less than one per cent of 
provincial employment, but nearly one third of industrial gHg emissions.

as natural gas prices have dropped, so have public revenues from royalties. yet in the face of 
persistently low gas prices (due in part to a glut of available gas in north america due to upward 
revisions in estimates of available shale gas) the government continues to offer royalty breaks and 
infrastructure credits to the industry, which actually serve to lower public returns. the province 
and industry are both banking on that changing, should gas exports proceed, because the prices 
paid for gas in asian markets are substantially higher than in north america.

the short-term gains in future revenues and jobs, however, ought to be weighed against the con-
siderable environmental costs, begging the question: Why is BC subsidizing a polluting industry 
instead of developing a true green jobs plan?

the drive to increase 
hydroelectricity 
production is coming 
from industry, and yet 
has been used by BC 
Hydro as a justification 
for increasing residential 
rates, which are 
already much higher 
than industrial rates. 
as a result, British 
Columbians subsidize 
the oil and gas industry’s 
hydro consumption.
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FraCking and Water regUlatiOn WOes

in the past 13 years, the BC government has reduced oversight of the oil and gas industry, thus 
enabling its rapid expansion. the fundamental change came in 1998, when BC established the 
Oil and gas Commission (OgC) as a single regulatory body for the oil and gas industry.

everything from logging and road-building approvals to the issuance of temporary water with-
drawal authorizations is now handled by the OgC. this fundamental shift in industry oversight 
was followed in 2003 by the BC Oil and gas development strategy, which included road infra-
structure credits, royalty reductions, and regulatory “streamlining” — subsidies that saved the 
industry hundreds of millions of dollars.

Four years later, a short-lived provincial record for the sale of petroleum and natural gas rights 
(almost exclusively natural gas from shale deposits) was set.

When the OgC was created, it was also granted powers under the Water Act to assign to natural 
gas companies temporary rights of access to public waters, known as section 8 permits. With this 
amendment, oil and gas companies became the only companies in BC to gain rights of access to 
water from an entity other than the provincial Water stewardship Branch. meanwhile, all other 
water users, from pulp and paper mills, to irrigation districts, to public utilities and municipalities, 
had to — and still must — receive approval from provincial water stewardship officials.

the regulations governing water use in BC remain hopelessly outdated, a fact highlighted by the 
current government’s commitment to modernizing the Water Act. With growing questions being 
raised about water usage by the industry, the OgC decided in march 2011 to require natural gas 
companies to report their water usage under section 8 permits. Welcome as the initiative was, the 
resulting reports failed to capture substantial volumes of water accessed by natural gas companies 
and obtained from sources not requiring OgC approvals.

a shale gas well pad 
under development 
in the Farrell Creek 
area near Hudson’s 
Hope is indicative 
of the large scale of 
fracking operations 
in northeast BC, 
where a lack of water 
regulation is a worry 
to local residents.
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the need for tighter regulations governing how the shale gas industry and other industries use 

water is obvious, as is the need to better monitor industry water uses. no more so than now, when 

climate change is having such a demonstrable impact on water resources. now more than ever we 

need comprehensive changes in how water is assigned to the industry, how cumulative impacts 

on water resources are assessed, and how water resources are protected. Finally, we need changes 

in how water resources are priced to encourage water conservation and industry innovations.

reCOmmendatiOns FOr CHange

With clear signs that the shale gas industry could expand to become a major consumer of 

provincial water and hydro power resources as well as a formidable climatic liability, this report 

concludes with a number of key policy recommendations. to begin the necessary regulatory 

reforms, the provincial government should:

•	 Place caps on annual shale gas production.

•	 declare no-go zones where shale gas industry activities are excluded, and a morator-

ium on shale gas developments in undeveloped watersheds pending an independent 

panel review.

•	 launch an inquiry under the provincial Health Act to assess the public health and safety 

risks associated with fracking operations in sour gas zones.

•	 end government subsidies of the gas industry.

•	 require that shale gas companies pay adequately for the public water and hydro power 

that they use.

•	 require full, publicly-accessible reporting of all water use in the shale gas industry.

•	 require that the province report on its progress in lowering greenhouse gas emissions 

and outline how it will meet its emissions reduction targets while promoting increased 

shale gas production.

•	 require that shale gas companies submit five-year and possibly 10-year development 

plans. this will help to ensure that the industry does not unduly compromise water, 

land and air resources, and that members of the public and First nations are fully 

consulted.

in all, the report makes 18 policy recommendations that would ensure greater protection of green 

resources in the face of an expanding brown industry.

However, a bigger task lies ahead. How will BC wean itself off of dependency on fossil fuels — a 

challenge the province shares with every other jurisdiction on earth?

Ultimately the province needs to enact policies that result in a steady ratcheting down in the use 

of non-renewable fossil fuels that are destabilizing the earth’s climate, with a corresponding rise 

in the use of energy sources that do not pump ever more greenhouse gases into the atmosphere.

this is what ultimately makes environmental and economic sense. We cannot base our economy, 

or the funding of public programs like health care and education, on the steady depletion of 

non-renewable, polluting fuels.

Ultimately the province 
needs to enact policies 
that result in a steady 
ratcheting down in the 
use of non-renewable 
fossil fuels that are 
destabilizing the 
earth’s climate, with a 
corresponding rise in the 
use of energy sources 
that do not pump ever 
more greenhouse gases 
into the atmosphere.
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P a r t  1

introduction:  
BC’s emerging  
shale gas industry

tHe emergenCe OF BritisH COlUmBia’s sHale gas indUstry is part of a continental 
and, increasingly, global phenomenon. ten years ago, a growing number of energy industry 
analysts believed north america was on the cusp of major shortages in domestically produced 
natural gas. a common discussion topic then was whether liquefied natural gas (lng) ports 
would have to be built on the coasts of the continent for delivery from overseas.

now the opposite is the case. several lng export terminals are proposed for BC’s northern coast, 
with one — a proposed facility at kitimat involving a partnership between encana, apache Canada 
and eOg resources — already approved by provincial and federal environmental assessment re-
view panels. the feedstock for the facility would largely be shale gas from northeast BC.

Unconventional gas sources such as shale gas have been known to exist for a long time. in fact, 
the earliest produced commercial natural gas in north america came from a shale gas well. But 
the shale in question was near to the surface, as opposed to the very deep shale zones now 
targeted for gas extraction.

While growing scarcity of conventional gas supplies has spurred today’s development of shale gas, 
three industry innovations proved instrumental to the economic development of this unconven-
tional gas resource. shale is typically very tightly bound and does not yield its trapped gas easily. 
to free the gas, the rock is “stimulated.” the stimulation method now in widespread use is hy-
draulic fracturing or fracking — a process where very large amounts of water are pressure-pumped 
down the wellbore and out into the surrounding rock to fracture that rock or create cracks in it 
that allow the trapped gas to more easily flow. When this technological innovation — which came 
into widespread use a little over a decade ago in the vast Barnett shale in texas — was combined 
with horizontal drilling (the second innovation) at several wells all drilled on the same well pad 
(the third innovation), the major hurdles to economic recovery of gas from deep shale formations 
were overcome.

ten years ago, a 
growing number of 
energy industry analysts 
believed north america 
was on the cusp of 
major shortages in 
domestically produced 
natural gas. now the 
opposite is the case.

Opposite page: gas is flared from a large flare stack at a shale gas site 
in BC’s remote Horn river Basin, 80 kilometres outside of Fort nelson.
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figure 1: fracking Process

Horizontal drilling has been a boon to the unconventional gas industry. drilling horizontally 
through long lengths of a targeted gas-bearing formation exposes much more of that formation 
to gas extraction than is the case if numerous vertical wells are drilled. When the ecological 
footprint of shale gas drilling is addressed by the energy industry, it is generally suggested that 
the industry treads lightly on the earth. the point is made — correctly — that fewer well pads and 
less pipeline infrastructure are required with horizontal drilling than with vertical drilling. One 
horizontal well may produce more gas than 10 conventional vertical wells. By locating numerous 
horizontal wells on a single well pad, moreover, the ecological footprint can be reduced further 
still. in northeast BC today, for example, 12 or more horizontal wells are typically drilled on a 
single large pad, reducing the need for a vast network of smaller well pads and their accompany-
ing road and pipeline infrastructure.

However, this view of the environmental benefits of horizontal drilling ignores the still formid-
able fragmentation that occurs with such developments, the large amounts of water and energy 
required to do so, what such water usage means to surface and subsurface water resources, and 
the close proximity at which wells on multi-well pads are placed.1 and the concerns do not stop 
there. earthquake activity in fracking zones is becoming a matter of concern. as well, when frack-
ing occurs in sour gas zones, there is a risk of gas leaks, which can be fatal due to the hydrogen 
sulphide in such gas.

according to projections from the Canadian association of Petroleum Producers, shale gas from 
BC’s two current major shale gas zones — the Horn river and montney Basins — could account 
for fully 22 per cent of all of north american shale gas production by 2020. to provide further 
scale to this projection, the combined estimated annual production from the two basins that year 
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is 5 billion cubic feet of gas per day or, on an annualized basis, 70 per cent of all the gas used in 
Canada in 2009.2

such production may provide the provincial government with sizeable revenues in the coming 
years. according to a recent provincial government budget document, the loss today of natural 
gas production in its entirety would mean that the province foregoes $1.7 billion in gas royalties 
and leases, or fully 5 per cent of the province’s forecasted revenues for the fiscal year.3

People with working knowledge of what the industry requires to produce shale gas, however, 
note that there is a considerable environmental downside to a rapid escalation in production. in 
a recent energy industry publication, grant shomody, president of grantech engineering inter-
national, noted that developments in the montney Basin alone presented formidable problems:

If this play develops as producers hope, the number of wells being drilled would 
severely tax local water resources. In that case, we can expect a lot of ecologically 
related criticism. There’s also the problem of disposing of the frac water or treating it 
for reuse. It’s expensive, and Montney producers have not installed water treatment 
capability at their plants.4

already in BC, industry records have been set for water usage at individual multi-well shale gas 
pads. early last year, 980,000 cubic metres of water was pumped underground at a single well 
pad operated by apache Canada, an amount the company reported to its shareholders set 
a new benchmark for the industry. the water usage — equivalent to 392 Olympic swimming 
pools — was used in 274 successive hydraulic fracturing procedures performed at 16 wells at a 
remote site in the Horn river Basin named for one of the principle water supplies for the frack 
job — two island lake. each well was fracked sequentially an average of 17 times. in addition to 
the freshwater pumped belowground, 1.1 million pounds of fine-grained sand was also pumped. 
such sand is required to keep the cracks in the fractured rock open, allowing the gas to flow out. 
as well, an undisclosed amount of chemicals were also pumped belowground. the volume of 
chemicals pumped at fracking operations has been estimated to range between 2 per cent and 
.5 per cent of the total liquid stream5 — meaning that at apache’s two island lake multi-well site 
approximately 4,900 cubic metres of chemicals were injected.

shale gas from BC’s 
two current major shale 
gas zones — the Horn 
river and montney 
Basins — could account 
for fully 22 per 
cent of all of north 
american shale gas 
production by 2020.

figure 2: Markets for BC Gas 2010, Gas Volume (billions of cubic metres) and Percentage
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Of the 41.25 billion cubic metres of natural gas  
produced in BC in 2010, only a fraction (12.8%)  
stayed in BC. about a third went to the U.s. via the  
alliance pipeline through Chicago (12%) and the  
Westcoast pipeline through Huntington (19.5%).  
the lion’s share (55.7%) travelled the nova  
pipeline to alberta, where the biggest industrial  
user of natural gas is the tar sands industry.  
Source: BC Ministry of Energy, Mines and  
Petroleum Resources, Supply and Distribution 
of Natural Gas in British Columbia.
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the average horizontal wellbore length at two island lake was 1,600 metres, a factor that helps to 
explain the huge volume of water required and why the water level at two island lake declined by 
15 centimetres due to continuous drawdown over a nearly four-month period — a rate of decline 
considered of such environmental significance that the company actually had to cease withdrawals. 
meanwhile, later that same year encana Corporation, apache’s industry partner in the Horn river 
Basin, easily bested apache’s record. at encana’s 63–k pad near two island lake, the company drilled a 
total of 14 wells, with average horizontal reaches of 2,200 metres. a total of 316 stimulations or fracks 
were performed at the site, with a combined 1,488,560 cubic metres of water used. the total amount 
of freshwater used was 670,000 cubic metres. the rest of the water (818,560 cubic metres) came from 
a deep saline aquifer that encana says will be the source of 90 per cent of its frack water in future years.6

a conservative projection of what the anticipated increase in shale gas production could mean for 
northern water resources is gleaned from apache’s projections for the Horn river Basin. the company 
states that it will drill 1,218 wells in the Horn river Basin by just 2034.7 if the company simply matches 
the standard set at two island lake, the total water demand for this one company alone — and there 
are several large energy companies operating in the area including encana, eOg resources, imperial 
Oil, taQa north, smr and others — will be in the neighbourhood of 130 million cubic metres.

How this will impact local water and land resources remains to be seen. But one thing is certain: by 
2011, with industry records set for water usage in fracking operations in northeast BC, basic informa-
tion on surface water supply was still unavailable and would not be available for some time to come.8

Worse still was the lack of solid information on subsurface or groundwater supplies, a fact explained by 
BC being alone among Canadian jurisdictions in not regulating groundwater usage.

Where all such water will come from, how the voluminous toxic wastewater that typically flows back 
up wellbores following fracking will be disposed of, and how regional water and land resources will 
be negatively affected by freshwater withdrawals and wastewater disposal, are all questions of central 
importance.

Complicating matters, BC’s remote Horn river Basin and nearby liard Basin, which is undergoing 
exploration, are not connected to the main provincial hydroelectric network. Currently, electricity 
in and around Fort nelson, the largest community in the region, comes primarily from natural gas-
fired turbines. But with power demands in the region’s shale gas industry steadily increasing, there is 
considerable pressure to dramatically expand the province’s hydroelectric transmission grid. if this hap-
pens, the potential ripple effect could be enormous, ultimately influencing a decision on whether to 
proceed with a controversial proposal to build a third dam — site C — on the Peace river.9 irrespective 
of a new dam being constructed, it is clear that an expanded shale gas industry in BC would need 
to harness more “green” hydroelectric power in order to produce more “brown” or greenhouse gas-
intensive fossil fuel.

this paper addresses some of the implications moving forward as the demand for and use of green 
resources such as water and hydro ramps up in BC’s expanding shale gas industry, which in turn will 
likely translate into far higher greenhouse gas emissions.

the paper concludes with a series of recommendations designed to ensure:

•	 greater conservation of water and hence hydro resources;

•	 lower greenhouse gas emissions by shale gas producers; and

•	 a proper financial return to the public in the event that the province’s shale gas resources 
are more fully developed, such that we can plan for years when this industry is no more.
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P a r t  2

revenues flowing in, 
but public subsidies 
flowing out

tHe natUral gas seCtOr in nOrtHeast BritisH COlUmBia has been firmly established 
for a number of decades, but only in the past 10 years or so have funds from the sector begun to 
assume the central importance that they do today for the provincial treasury.

three significant developments propelled the revenue stream sharply upwards.

the first was a growing understanding that conventional sources of natural gas in the Western 
sedimentary Basin, which underlies major portions of BC, alberta and saskatchewan, were on the 
wane. tightening conventional gas supplies in the Basin as elsewhere in the world drove prices 
up, which spurred a concerted period of new exploration.

new exploration coincided with the emerging development of the Barnett shale, a massive shale 
formation underlying portions of texas. as natural gas companies perfected hydraulic fracturing 
techniques in the lonestar state, forecasted availability of natural gas in north america and in 
northern BC soared.

the third factor was a provincial government anxious to grease the gas rush. in the early 1990s, 
there were about 200 wells drilled each year in the province. By 2007, that number had jumped 
more than sixfold to 1,300, a development that the Business Council of BC attributed to policy 
changes that began under a provincial new democratic Party administration and continued 
under successive liberal administrations.

“a key initial step was taken in 1998 when the province established the Oil and gas Commission 
with the express purpose of creating a single regulatory and approval window for oil and gas 
activities,” the Business Council reported in October 2008.10

With the creation of the OgC, energy companies no longer applied to different agencies for 
regulatory approvals. everything from logging and road-building approvals (previously requiring 
ministry of Forests consent) to the issuance of temporary water withdrawal approvals (previously 
requiring ministry of environment consent) were now handled by the OgC. as a result, the new 
regulator soon became known as “the one-stop-shop” for the energy sector.
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this fundamental shift in industry oversight was paired with equally important policies under 
the liberals. “With a stated goal of making British Columbia the most competitive oil and gas 
jurisdiction in north america, in may 2003 the government unveiled four pillars of its Oil and gas 
development strategy: (1) road infrastructure development; (2) targeted royalty reductions for 
marginal, deep wells and for summer drilling; (3) further regulatory streamlining; and, (4) an oil 
and gas service sector development initiative,” reported BC’s Business Council.11

reVenUe reCOrds Begin tO Be set

this suite of policy changes came at the opportune time — just as north american natural gas 
companies began to reap the dividends of the technological changes that made possible the 
economical extraction of larger volumes of shale gas.

Four years after the 2003 policy changes, a short-lived provincial record for the sale of petroleum 
and natural gas rights (almost exclusively natural gas) was set.

the bonus revenues collected by the province in 2007 totaled $1.04 billion. a year later, the 
bonus bid record was shattered, reaching $2.66 billion.12 Upon setting the new and current 
record, then provincial energy minister richard neufeld said: “in these times of global economic 
uncertainty, it is comforting that B.C.’s oil and gas industry provides funding that ensures the 
stability of health care, education and many other programs that sustain the well-being of British 
Columbians.”13

a shale gas well 
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an unprecedented 
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the focus of much of the industry’s bidding frenzy was deeply buried shale rock formations 
underlying the Horn river Basin and the montney Basin, “both areas of significant shale gas 
potential.”14

For their part, natural gas companies frequently tie their presence in BC to provincial policies 
that keep costs low. in a revealing article in the industry publication alberta Oil magazine in 
June 2011, the magazine singles out a favourable land tenure system, a “net profit royalty pro-
gram,” and hundreds of millions of dollars in “royalty infrastructure credits” (essentially provincial 
government-funded underwriting of infrastructure costs), as critical factors to attracting and 
keeping energy industry investments in the province.15

more recently, some in the business press have questioned whether the industry shine for BC’s 
sympathetic pricing policies and favourable business environment is waning. in april 2011, the 
globe and mail intoned that there had been a dramatic drop-off in what it called the “multibillion-
dollar rush” to snap up rights of access to the province’s shale gas resources.

“this year, B.C. has collected just $17-million in three auctions, putting it on pace for its worst 
year of exploration land sales in nearly two decades,” the newspaper reported, adding that “if the 
trend continues, the final tally would be down about 90 per cent from the $844-million invested 
in 2010.”16

the article’s inference that natural gas companies are souring on BC is probably overstated. a 
more likely explanation for the precipitous decline in bonus bids is simply that the industry has 
amassed the rights to everything worth developing in BC’s two biggest shale gas zones — the 
Horn and montney Basins — as well as much of the subsurface rights to the liard Basin and 
Cordova embayment. now, the actual work of developing the gas resources begins.

as alberta Oil magazine observed in response to the globe’s prognostications: “…if there’s any 
handwringing that B.C.’s shale gas boom is about to go belly-up, it’s hard to notice in com-
munities like Fort st. John, dawson Creek and Fort nelson that lie in the heart of the plays that 
brought the industry here in the first place — the Horn river and montney basins.”

the magazine went on to note that demand for the “cleanest-burning” of all fossil fuels “con-
tinues to increase, and with conventional supplies declining in north america, there’s a need for 
natural gas even if the pricing environment doesn’t look very promising right now.”17

glUt OF aVailaBle gas leads tO dePressed PriCes

indeed, prices for natural gas are low and have been for some time. From an historical high base 
price of Us$15.38 in december 2005, prices were hovering right around the Us$4 range in 
august 2011 and had rarely reached the $5 level throughout much of 2010 and the first half of 
2011.18 Between January 2006 and January 2008, by comparison, gas prices hovered between 
Us$6 and Us$8.

ironically, much of the drop in gas prices is attributable not just to a stagnating economy, but to 
a glut of available gas in north america, a glut that some energy industry analysts believe will 
continue due to increased forecasts of just how much gas may now be commercially extractable 
from major shale zones in Canada and the U.s. this reality should give us pause to ask: What’s the 
rush? Why not leave the resource alone for now instead of subsidizing its extraction?
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But instead, with natural gas companies and governments alike touting the benefits of escalated 
shale gas extraction — indeed its inevitability — the push is on to find new “higher value” uses 
for shale gas. it is here that the true greenhouse gas footprint of shale gas extraction comes into 
focus.

in august 2011, prices paid for liquefied natural gas (or lng) rose to Us$15 per mmbtu19 in asian 
markets including Japan and south korea. demand was also moving upwards elsewhere in asian 
Pacific markets including China and india.20

such prices, combined with the “unforeseen surfeit” of natural gas in northeast BC, lies at the 
heart of a plan by three of the larger natural gas companies now operating in the remote north-
east of the province to ship gas south toward Prince george in central BC and from there via a 
new pipeline to the port of kitimat where a proposed new lng export facility would super-cool 
the gas, turning it into a liquid that could then be piped into the holds of tanker ships bound for 
import terminals on the other side of the Pacific Ocean. the price prize now is asia.

if the export plan becomes reality (it has passed provincial and federal environmental assess-
ment processes and the companies have received permission to export the gas from the national 
energy Board), it will, according to the economist magazine, “be one of the continent’s most 
significant energy developments in decades.”

“those in the vanguard of this global gas revolution say it 
will [also] transform the battle against carbon, threaten coal’s 
domination of electricity generation and, by dramatically 
reducing the power of exporters of oil and conventional gas, 
turn the geopolitics of energy on its head,” the economist 
enthused.21

For now, however, north american gas prices remain low 
and will likely continue so until new markets open up for BC 
natural gas or new uses are found for it than the conventional 
applications of today. in light of such low prices, some people 
question government’s financial inducements. Why, BC’s two 
independent mlas asked in the spring of 2011, does the 
province subsidize gas production at a time when markets 
are oversupplied and gas is being produced at or close to a 
loss?

“the rapid expansion of this industry, and the potential for 
it to continue to expand with the aid of incremental govern-
ment assistance, has led to serious public policy questions be-
ing raised by more and more individuals and organizations,” 
said Bob simpson, independent mla for Cariboo north, who 
along with Vicki Huntington, independent mla for delta 
south, called on the provincial government to conduct a 
wide-ranging investigation into all aspects of unconventional 
gas developments in BC — a call supported by numerous 
organizations.22
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P a r t  3

shale gas: green, 
transitional Fossil Fuel 
or Worse than Coal?

its PrOPOnents FreQUently POrtray natUral gas as the most climate friendly of all 
fossil fuels. that is because when natural gas is combusted, the resulting greenhouse gas emis-
sions are low compared to other fossil fuels — half that of coal, for example.23

the lower greenhouse gas emissions associated with combusted natural gas is one reason why 
natural gas companies and government regulators alike promote the conversion or retirement of 
coal-fired power plants and their replacement with “clean-burning” natural gas-fired electrical 
turbines.24

But assessing the climatic merits of various fossil fuels based on just the emissions associated with 
their combustion ignores the emissions associated with the production of shale gas — emissions 
that may do much to counter industry assertions that this is the cleanest of fossil fuels.

it also ignores issues of how shale gas produced in BC is ultimately used. as we will see, BC’s shale 
gas has its own significant greenhouse gas footprint. and soon that footprint could be magnified 
many times over. that’s because a major destination point for the province’s natural gas is alberta, 
where the tar sands industry is a major consumer of gas. What this means is that a natural gas with 
a heavy greenhouse gas footprint could increasingly be used to help produce one of the dirtiest 
forms of oil on earth.

recently a team of scientists from Cornell University focused on the release of methane, a highly 
potent greenhouse gas, from shale gas wells and concluded that in the short-term (the next 20 
years, during which many climate scientists say substantial reductions in greenhouse gas emis-
sions must be made) shale gas production poses significant climatic risks.

the study, led by robert Howarth at Cornell, concluded that there were significant greenhouse 
gas emissions — notably methane — at gas wells as they were fracked and subsequently as they 
went into production.25
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as noted earlier, in today’s typical hydraulic fracturing operations, very large volumes of water 
are forced under extreme pressure down wellbores and out into the shale to fracture the rock, 
which stimulates the desired gas flow. Commonly, over the ensuing first few days and weeks after 
water injection, significant quantities of water flow back to the surface accompanied by large 
quantities of methane, so large in fact that the potent greenhouse gas has not been dissolved in 
the flow-back fluid stream.

the Cornell study also estimated the impact of the routine methane emissions after well de-
velopment and concluded that there were numerous instances where the venting or leaking of 
methane at various points in the gas gathering and distribution system would add significantly to 
the industry’s gHg emissions.

it also considered methane leaks from shale gas subsequently processed at gas plants and further 
methane releases from the transportation, storage and distribution of shale gas.

When all such emissions sources were considered, the team estimated that during the life cycle of 
the average shale gas well, somewhere between 3.6 and 7.9 per cent of the well’s total produc-
tion would be emitted to the atmosphere as methane, one of the most potent of all greenhouse 
gases. “Considering the 20-year horizon,” the team reported, “the gHg footprint for shale gas is 
at least 20% greater than and perhaps more than twice as great as that for coal when expressed 
per quantity of energy available during combustion.”26
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the Cornell team’s findings build on earlier work focused on shale gas production in texas. a 2009 
study by al armendariz, then with the department of environmental and Civil engineering at 
southern methodist University in dallas and now with the U.s. environmental Protection agency, 
concluded that the production of shale gas in texas resulted in about 33,000 tons per day of 
additional greenhouse gas emissions (CO2 equivalent). this meant that the industry’s production-
related emissions were equivalent to all the greenhouse gas emissions associated with two 750 
megawatt coal-fired electrical generating plants.27

the Cornell study has its critics, though, among them michael levi, director of the Program on 
energy security and Climate Change at the U.s.-based Council on Foreign relations. levi charges 
that the Cornell study:

•	 Uses weak data on methane leaks from well and pipeline infrastructure;

•	 Compares the emissions required to produce a gigajoule of coal versus a gigajoule of 
gas, but does not consider the more efficient gas powered generation technologies 
versus coal generation technologies;

•	 Fails to consider the relatively “cheap” technological fixes that could reduce associated 
methane leaks; and

•	 looks at 20-year global warming potentials, versus longer time frames that would 
make gas look more favourable.28

But levi does have one significant caveat to his critique, which relates to the Cornell study’s choice 
of a 20-year timeframe to draw conclusions about the climatic impacts of moving forward of shale 
gas developments. a shorter timeframe makes shale gas look worse than coal, a longer time frame 
tilts things in favour of gas versus coal (relatively speaking, that is, since the combustion of both 
results in greenhouse gas emissions).

“…given a lot of rhetoric out there about nearish-term tipping points,” levi says, “it isn’t en-
tirely clear to me that it’s consistent to turn around and say that we should only look at impacts 
averaged over a hundred years.” in other words, what happens in the near term may be very 
important if a feared climate change tipping point is to be avoided.

BC’s sHale gas — mUCH OF it HigH in CO2

another important greenhouse gas consideration in BC is that one of the province’s major shale 
formations has exceptionally high concentrations of CO2 that will, based on current industry 
practices, be vented to the atmosphere and significantly increase BC’s greenhouse gas emissions.

in november 2009, a document released by Canada’s national energy Board noted that the shale 
gas from BC’s Horn river Basin contained approximately 12 per cent CO2. “this is a significant 
increase over the average two per cent CO2 content for all gas pools in British Columbia and could 
represent a significant addition to B.C.’s and Canada’s carbon emissions if the CO2 is vented to the 
atmosphere,” the report concluded.29
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mark Jaccard, a professor of environmental economics at simon Fraser University’s school of 
resource and environmental management, subsequently amplified the neB’s concerns, noting 
that there is an inherent contradiction between BC’s stated objective to drastically reduce green-
house gas emissions and the province’s continued efforts to encourage gas industry expansion.30

Jaccard, who serves on the intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, has analyzed extensively 
global fossil fuel availability. His conclusion is that since such fuels will likely be used for decades 
to come it makes it imperative that the CO2 in Horn river Basin gas be captured and stored by 
pumping the greenhouse gas deep underground. Otherwise, there will be further dangerous 
build-ups of greenhouse gases in the earth’s atmosphere.31

in the case of Horn river Basin shale gas, Jaccard notes that industry and government projec-
tions are that by 2020 natural gas companies could produce 2 billion cubic feet of gas per day. 
Currently, companies extracting such gas remove excess CO2 to increase the heating efficiency of 
the gas and make it safe for pipeline transmission. typically, once the excess CO2 is stripped from 
the gas it is vented directly to the atmosphere.

the Jaccard study concluded that this source of CO2 emissions alone would reach 4.3 million 
tonnes per year by 2020, “making it extremely difficult for B.C. to achieve its CO2 reduction 
targets.”32 more to the point, if the province hoped to reach its legislated reduction targets by 
2020 while simultaneously pursing increased shale gas developments, it would have to “reduce 
emissions throughout the economy by almost 50%” to hit the target and do so in just nine short 
years, Jaccard’s report further warned.33

Jaccard went on to note that because natural gas companies must strip excess CO2 from the 
gas to make it suitable for pipeline transmission and end-use, the industry has already taken 
the first step toward what could be successful sequestration of the greenhouse gas. the needed 
second step would be to pump the gas deep below ground, thereby preventing it entering the 
atmosphere. Failure to do this and simply continue venting the gas as is current industry practice 
thus represents one of the most formidable challenges to BC coming even remotely close to 
hitting its gHg emissions reduction targets.

When combined, the research done at simon Fraser, Cornell and southern methodist universi-
ties raises significant questions about the alleged climatic benefits of natural gas derived from 
unconventional sources such as shale and casts into doubt whether BC can make serious headway 
in curbing its gHg emissions.

to get an idea of just how significant the challenge ahead is, the Pembina institute, which has 
closely analyzed both Jaccard’s work and that of the Cornell University team, concludes that when 
all greenhouse gas emissions associated with the industry are considered, the possible outcome 
is a doubling of such emissions in the 10 years ending in 2020 from roughly 11.2 million tonnes 
in 2010 to 22.4 million tonnes in 2020, a conclusion that raises the bar considerably on the 
work ahead for the provincial government in meeting its legislatively mandated greenhouse gas 
emissions reductions.34 in fact, the challenges in meeting the targets may be even steeper given 
that the Pembina estimate does not include all sources of gHgs associated with the natural gas 
sector. For example, the emissions associated with the transportation of goods and services to 
gas industry operations are not factored into Pembina’s calculations, although this would be 
offset somewhat by BC’s carbon tax and could be offset further still by climate policies yet to be 
enacted.35
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P a r t  4

more Brown gas means 
more demands for 
green Hydro Power

as BC’s UnCOnVentiOnal gas indUstry exPands, so too does the demand for electri-
city. more shale gas wells, more pipelines between wells, more gas processing facilities, and more 
“value-added” downstream facilities, such as proposed liquified natural gas terminals, all require 
lots of power to operate. this likely means that much more “green” hydro power will be needed 
to produce much more “brown,” gHg-intensive gas. either that, or as some in the natural gas 
industry advocate, the industry uses more gas to generate more electricity.

residents in northeast British Columbia understand this better than most because they live in 
closest proximity to both some of the province’s biggest hydroelectric projects and its biggest 
shale gas plays.

a case in point is in and around Hudson’s Hope. the town is the closest settlement to the W.a.C 
Bennett and Peace Canyon dams. Built in 1967, the Bennett dam flooded the Finlay and Parsnip 
river valleys to create Williston lake, one of the largest hydroelectric reservoirs in north america 
and the source of about one quarter of the province’s electricity.

the area just to the west and north of town and not too far north of the Bennett dam is also one 
of the most rapidly developing shale gas plays in the province, known as the Farrell Creek operat-
ing area. talisman energy, a Calgary-based company, is the main player there and was joined in 
2010 as a partner by sasol ltd., a south african-based company and pioneer in the greenhouse 
gas-intensive gas-to-liquids industry (see Turning Gas to Liquid Fuels on page 26).

talisman recently secured long-term rights to draw water from Williston reservoir, water that will 
be the major fluid source for its fracking operations now and in the foreseeable future.37 Canbriam 
energy, another Calgary-based natural gas company, subsequently was awarded similar rights of 
access. But it is much more than just the reservoir’s water that talisman, Canbriam and other shale 
gas producers want. increasingly, it’s power produced when the Williston’s and Peace Canyon 
dam’s pent-up water is diverted into hydroelectric turbines.
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turning Gas to liquid fuels: Potentially lucrative, 
But at further environmental Cost

Both coal and natural gas can, with the aid of chemistry and heat, be converted to 
liquid fuels. Because of depressed natural gas prices and generally much higher prices 
for gasoline, companies operating in northeast BC’s shale gas industry are considering 
investments in facilities that would take gas and turn it into higher value liquid fuels.

“since 6 thousand cubic feet of gas is worth about $24 (U.s.), and one barrel of oil is 
worth about $100, there is a tremendous profit margin if you can convert one to the other 
cost-effectively,” the globe and mail’s nathan Vanderklippe noted in a recent article.36

talisman energy and sasol ltd., two companies in partnership in developing shale gas 
resources in BC’s montney Basin, are considering piping gas to alberta, where they 
might then invest up to $5 billion in a new gas to liquids plant that would produce the 
equivalent of 40,000 barrels of oil a day.

even with such a formidable financial outlay the returns would be far higher, the com-
panies believe, than continuing to produce and market natural gas.

there is a major and paradoxical environmental downside to such a conversion. Forty 
per cent of the gas piped to alberta could be used up powering the chemistry to turn the 
gas into the range of liquid fuels produced at the proposed facility.

natural gas industry demand for more electricity was a fact of life in northeast BC well before the 
shale gas boom started. a case in point is the little known Fox Creek substation completed at a 
cost of $27.7 million in 2007.38

the major components of the project were a new 138/25 kilovolt substation and associated 
57-kilometre long overhead transmission line linking the new facility to the power line network 
originating at the Bennett dam.

as the new facility, near the tiny community of Buick Creek north of Fort st. John, neared comple-
tion toward the end of 2006, then provincial energy, mines and Petroleum resources minister and 
local mla richard neufeld cast the project as a boon to local residents who would soon “enjoy 
the same reliable supply of electricity as the rest of the province.”39

But a subsequent review of cost overruns associated with the project revealed that the “custom-
ers” who needed the power were not the small isolated communities and ranchers in the region 
(who were already serviced by power lines) but natural gas companies that needed not only more 
power, but more secure power to meet their needs as their network of gas wells expanded.40

approvals to build the Fox Creek substation preceded the explosion in interest in northeast BC’s 
shale gas resources, which has taken the issue of electricity demand in the natural gas sector 
to a whole other level that will further complicate the already extraordinary challenges (aging 
infrastructure, a growing population and growing power demand, and political pressure to cap 
power rate increases to name but three) facing the provincial power supplier.
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figure 3: shale Gas industry Development Projected hydro Demands

in a 2010 analysis forecasting future energy needs, BC Hydro noted the prospect for more than 
an eight-fold increase in power demand by the province’s oil and gas industry, which primarily in 
future years will be the shale gas industry.

“Over the last five years the load has been relatively flat at approximately 500 gWh. Over the next 
10 years, load is expected to dramatically grow to about 4,600 gWh. this is driven by anticipated 
gas development in north east BC and gas processing outside of the [region],” the BC Hydro 
analysis covering the 20 years ending in 2030/31 concluded.41 the same document went on to 
note that more than two thirds of that power demand (nearly 69%) was essentially attributable 
to projected shale gas developments in the Horn river and montney basins.42

By autumn 2011, however, BC Hydro had revised its estimates upwards. By then it forecast that 
meeting future power demands in the province would be challenged by “unprecedented load 
growth,” driven by rapidly increasing shale gas developments in northern BC, and, to a lesser 
extent, prospective mining operations. the electric utility and Crown corporation estimated that 
future power needs in the shale gas industry would range between 2,300 megawatts and 3,250 
megawatts — a range that included gas developments in the montney and Horn river basins and 
that assumed the construction of a number of northern lng plants.43

to provide some perspective on future power demand in the shale gas sector the proposed 
site C dam, which would be the third dam on the Peace river below the existing Peace Canyon 
and W.a.C. Bennett dams, is worth considering. site C would be a 1,100 megawatt facility. if BC 
Hydro’s low estimate of future power needs in the shale gas sector materializes, slightly more 
than twice the equivalent power at site C must be found; and if its high-end estimate is realized, 
nearly three times as much. the fossil fuel industry’s accelerating power needs are something BC 
Hydro does not discuss in some of its more non-technical literature on new hydro infrastructure 
(see Selling Site C on page 28)
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selling site C

in a spring 2011 publication, BC Hydro promotes the proposed site C dam by saying 
that it is necessary to meet the needs of an expanding provincial population and that 
the power produced by running the dam’s impounded water through turbines would be 
sufficient to power 450,000 homes.44

no mention is made in the publication about the impact that the proposed dam’s reser-
voir would have on flooding agricultural lands and First nations territories.

“to meet B.C.’s future electricity needs, BC Hydro is encouraging conservation, up-
grading its existing facilities, building new transmission and distribution infrastructure, 
and investing in new supplies of energy,” the publication reads.

“With site C, BC Hydro is planning now so that British Columbians will continue to 
benefit from clean, reliable and cost-effective electricity in the future.”

nor does the publication note to what end-uses its expanded transmission infrastructure 
would be put. there is also no mention of industrial power use, which would take the 
relatively clean power produced through hydroelectric projects and use that power to 
produce more non-renewable, greenhouse gas-intensive fossil fuels.

this comes at a time when the province has been wracked by debate over proposed “run-of-river” 

hydro projects. typically, the debates have centered on the environmental consequences of build-

ing such facilities. Hydroelectric power may well be “green” in that its greenhouse gas footprint 

is low. But it unquestionably has environmental impacts, most notably flooded lands, including 

farm land. Other equally divisive but important debates have revolved around issues having to do 

with public versus private power provision. largely absent from the discussion have been broader 

questions about just where the ultimately finite amount of hydroelectricity produced in BC ought 

best to go, and whether a significant portion of relatively clean, renewable hydro power ought 

to service an expanded natural gas sector, with all the additional greenhouse gas emissions that 

electrical usage would facilitate.

this presents obvious challenges from an overall environmental perspective, as noted in a recent 

report by the Pembina institute’s matt Horne:

Although on-site, small-scale electrification is a relatively low-impact and non-
controversial solution [to meeting some of the industry’s increased power demands], 
the same cannot be said for large-scale projects. Electrification of large-scale projects 
would likely result in controversy because of the necessitated increased generation 
and transmission infrastructure that would be required and that would likely result 
in significant land and water impacts.45

indeed, Fort nelson, northern BC’s largest human settlement, is far removed from the main prov-

incial power grid and largely serviced by a natural gas-fired generating station that is currently 

being expanded. the provincial government plays this fact up in promoting a new transmission 

line that would link Fort nelson to the main electrical grid via Fort st. John. in a recent estimate 

of the costs to build the 500-kilometre line that would link the two communities and tie into the 
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main provincial power grid, BC Hydro provides a range of between $1.5 billion and $2 billion. 
the estimated costs include new power stations in Fort nelson and in the Horn river Basin shale 
gas zone. BC Hydro notes that prior to the infrastructure being built there would have to be a 
“commitment from [shale gas] producers to take service and contribute capital” to the project.46 
the capital cost contribution is not identified.

such an expansion would be the biggest but by no means only transmission expansion of note 
in the broader northeast BC region to be fuelled by the shale gas industry’s growing demand 
for power. another major transmission expansion may soon loop between the communities of 
Chetwynd, dawson Creek, taylor and Hudson’s Hope and cost upwards of another $200 million.47

such proposed hydro infrastructure developments and their linkages to the province’s expanding 
shale gas industry have flown largely below the radar of the provincial media, while the proposed 
site C dam has received comparatively lots of press.

also flying largely below the radar screen is that even if all of this allegedly “clean” or “green” 
power hydro infrastructure is put into place, there will still be prospects for further use of gas-fired 
turbines to facilitate the expansion of the province’s northeast gas industry. that’s almost a given, 
due to the remoteness of the region, the rapidly expanding network of gas wells and the pipeline 
network needed to link them together.

as the Pembina institute’s matt Horne observed, “it is beyond the scope” of BC Hydro’s recent 
forecasting “to indicate how much [electrical or power] self-generation from natural gas and 
direct combustion of natural gas would still be occurring in the sector,” even as the province’s 
hydroelectric grid was expanded.48

as the issues raised here suggest, the province likely faces a future in which more green (relatively 
speaking) hydro power is used in the non-renewable fossil fuel industry and more dirty shale gas 
derived power is used as well. all of which will place further strains on provincial water resources 
that face significant management challenges.
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P a r t  5

Costs to Our Water, 
Human Health and safety

in BritisH COlUmBia Water resOUrCes are allocated under the provincial Water act. Prior 
to a provincial government cabinet restructuring in October 2010, the lead agency responsible 
for administering the act and assigning water rights was the ministry of environment or mOe. 
Water stewardship officials in mOe had power to assign water rights in one of two ways: short-
term (12 months or less) permits, also known as section 8 permits, or for more long-term, secure 
tenures, water licences. in BC, the approach to assigning such rights — known as “first in time, 
first in right” — bestows priority rights to the first entities to be awarded water resources on a 
given water body. if water runs short, the first licensee has a priority right of access over later 
licensees. most major water users in BC hold water licences, for the obvious reason that they 
provide greater security than short-term permits.

With the change in Cabinet, authority for granting water rights was transferred to the new 
ministry of natural resource Operations, a very short-lived ministry that became the current 
ministry of Forests, lands and natural resource Operations (mFlnrO). this is where those people 
still left working in the ministry of environment’s old Water stewardship Branch now work and are 
responsible for reviewing and approving water licence applications.

there is a significant exception to the water allocation framework outlined above. With the cre-
ation of the Oil and gas Commission, the OgC was granted powers under the Water act to assign 
section 8 water permits. With this amendment, oil and gas companies became the only compan-
ies in the province to gain rights of access to water from an entity other than the provincial Water 
stewardship Branch. the trend over the last few years, as fracking has expanded, has been for 
energy companies to receive access to water through section 8 permits authorized by the OgC. 
it now looks like such approvals could take on added significance if the provincial government 
passes an amendment to existing statutes. thanks to sleuthing by environmental lawyers with 
ecojustice, it has come to light that the province is considering doubling the maximum length of 
the permits, meaning that energy companies could soon receive authorization from the OgC for 
rights of access to water resources for periods of up to two years.49
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meanwhile, all other water users in the province, from pulp and paper mills, to irrigation districts, 
to public utilities and municipalities, must receive approval from provincial water stewardship 
officials in mFlnrO, with the bulk of such approvals usually being long-term water licences.

as of now, much of the water used by BC natural gas companies occurs under section 8 permits 
granted by the OgC. a recent report by the Water Program at the munk school of global affairs 
(by this author), noted that as of april 2010, the OgC had issued section 8 approvals to energy 
companies allowing them access to surface waters at 540 different diversion points on rivers, 
lakes and streams in northeast BC. Had all the water under the permits been withdrawn to the 
maximum allowed on a daily basis, the companies could have diverted 274,956 cubic metres 
per day or more than 60.48 million imperial gallons. By comparison, the daily water use of all 
residences and businesses in the greater Victoria area is less than half that volume or 134,282 
cubic metres.50 the actual water used by the industry under such permits is almost certainly far 
less. But in the absence of reporting, it is an open question as to how much water the industry 
uses and what the hydrological implications of such usage are.

With growing questions being raised about water usage by the industry, the OgC decided in 
march 2011 to require natural gas companies to begin reporting their water usage under section 
8 permits.51 Welcome as the initiative was, the inaugural industry water-use report left much to be 
desired (see New Water Reporting Captures the Drops in the Bucket on page 32).52
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New Water Reporting Captures the Drops in the Bucket

early in 2011, British Columbia’s Oil and gas Commission notified natural gas compan-
ies that they would have to begin filing reports on the total amount of water they used 
under water-use permits assigned to them by the commission.

the development heralded the beginning of what could be a more open era of infor-
mation sharing on use of public water resources.

the first quarterly water-use report issued by the OgC raised a number of questions, 
however, some of which were addressed when the second such report was released 
three months later.53 the biggest question was why the total amount of water reported 
as used was so low — just 89,000 cubic metres — when individual fracking operations 
in BC may consume 1 million cubic metres or more of water. the second related ques-
tion was why fully one in four companies failed to report their water use information 
to the OgC.

With the issuance of the second report, there was a sizeable increase in the amount of 
water reported as used – more than 1.3 million cubic metres for the quarter. Companies 
failing to report their water fell considerably, a fact the OgC attributed to tickets and 
fines issued to offending companies the first time around.

But a bigger issue remains. the OgC’s reports do not include huge volumes of un-
reported water — for example groundwater withdrawals — nor do they include the 
considerable volumes of water assigned to shale gas companies by the ministry of 
Forests, lands and natural resource Operations. 

at present, the volume of water held by energy companies under water licences is considerably 
lower than the water held under short-term permits. a search of a provincial database shows that 
there are at least 19 licences currently in play,54 with total assigned water volumes of 10.66 million 
cubic metres per year, or 29,217 cubic metres per day. the volumes of water assigned under the 
licences vary considerably from a high of 3.65 million cubic metres per year to a low of just 803 
cubic metres.

despite the low number of water licences at present, there are many applications for new licences 
currently before water stewardship officials with the new ministry of Forests, lands and natural 
resource Operations. the Fort nelson First nation, for example, has more than a dozen such 
applications that have been referred to it for comment. in other cases, it appears that not all appli-
cations are being filed to First nations for comment. For example, the West moberly First nations 
formally requested information on water licence applications within its territory in February 
2011 — requests that turned up an application by talisman energy to the provincial government 
seeking access to 3.65 million cubic metres of water per year from the Williston reservoir. the 
company’s application had been submitted to the provincial government five months earlier in 
October 2010, and the province had not at that time deemed it necessary to refer the matter to 
the First nation for review and comment.
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Overall, there is no formalized process for members of the public or First nations to raise ques-
tions about section 8 permit applications or water licence applications, and only narrow rights 
of appeal pertaining to water tenures, generally limited to impacts on riparian areas or the 
impacts that newly issued water tenures could have on existing licence holders. nor is there 
opportunity to comment on the adequacy or lack thereof of the regulatory overview process. 
this is problematic because competition for finite water resources has broad implications for the 
general public. For example, the lack of public consultation around talisman energy’s proposal to 
divert up to 3.65 million cubic metres of water annually from the Williston reservoir was raised 
as a matter of concern in the provincial legislature on June 1, 2011. talisman’s application was 
subsequently granted, as was an application for long-term rights of access to a similar volume 
of water by Canbriam energy. the W.a.C. Bennett dam, which created the Williston reservoir, is 
the single largest source of hydroelectricity in the province. BC Hydro, which maintains the dam, 
has major water licences on the reservoir, which could be affected by natural gas industry water 
withdrawals.55 due to a severe drought in the south Peace river region in 2010, water levels at 
Williston reservoir fell, leading to questions about the sustainability of water use in the region 
more broadly, because many more water withdrawals by shale gas companies were occurring 
elsewhere in the region at numerous withdrawal points on local rivers, lakes and streams. yet 
there was and remains no place for members of the public to review water licence applications 
before the Water stewardship Branch and no similar opportunity to review and comment on 
section 8 water use applications before the Oil and gas Commission.56

there is also no requirement that proposed takings from surface waters be subject to a provincial 
environmental review, unless such takings exceed 10 million cubic metres per year. similarly, there 
is no scope for environmental reviews of proposed groundwater withdrawals unless they exceed a 
high threshold,57 as is the case in a very limited way under federal regulations.58

the result is that there is virtually no opportunity for public debate over the environmental im-
pacts of specific proposed water withdrawals and almost no ability to engage regulators in any 
discussion on the cumulative impacts of multiple water withdrawals.

Five other points are noteworthy when considering water and the energy sector.

•	 First, BC lacks a comprehensive groundwater (or sub-surface) water licensing regime, 
making it difficult to determine what impact proposed groundwater withdrawals may 
have on both surface and groundwater supplies. the absence of a comprehensive 
regulation governing this important public resource has long been noted as a problem, 
and most recently was roundly criticized by provincial auditor general John doyle.59 
this is of concern because energy companies such as encana Corporation have sunk 
wells into deep, saline aquifers in search of water supplies for their hydraulic fractur-
ing operations, and others such as talisman are known to be accessing groundwater 
from freshwater aquifers. all of this highlights why it is important for the provincial 
government to complete its promised Water act modernization process and introduce 
a comprehensive set of rules governing groundwater withdrawals and conservation.

•	 second, there is clear evidence that energy companies are obtaining large volumes 
of water from sources that were, until only very recently, not subject to permitting 
requirements.60 the most significant of such sources are the expanding number of 
borrow pits that are excavated to provide fill for roadbeds and well pads and that sub-
sequently fill with water.61 in the northern Horn river Basin, the likelihood that such pits 
will fill with water is substantial given that the region is muskeg. the OgC now requires 
that all companies wishing to withdraw water from such pits first obtain a permit.62
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•	 third, there is no single source that members of the public can turn to in order to 
obtain regularly updated information on all water assignments and all water with-
drawals. the OgC is in the early stages of partially rectifying this situation through 
issuing reports on water usage by natural gas companies holding temporary water-use 
permits. this captures some, but nowhere near all, of the water used by the industry; 
and came about largely as a result of the Commission appointing a full-time hydrolo-
gist to address water use, water assignment and water-tracking issues. also, as a result 
of efforts to beef up its regulation of water usage, the OgC has begun to consult more 
with First nations in an effort to arrive at a more fulsome process for consultations prior 
to water permits being issued.

•	 Fourth, there is no requirement at present that all water takings be reported to govern-
ment regulators. a case in point: many approved water licences have zero reporting 
requirements, including a licence granting imperial Oil access to nearly 2 million cubic 
metres (800 Olympic swimming pools) of water per year from the Peace river. in the 
absence of such requirements, it is virtually impossible to know whether companies are 
adhering to the rules. even if reporting requirements became standardized, they would 
have little effect in the absence of stepped up monitoring and enforcement to ensure 
industry compliance.

•	 Fifth, as the energy industry expands it is clear that regulators and the industry alike 
have a poor understanding of surface water and groundwater resources. the lack of 
baseline data is further complicated by climate change and its predicted impacts on 
water supplies.

these substantive issues are also exacerbated by the fact that industrial water use carries little or 
no cost, which means there is no incentive to conserve.

Water PriCing

related to the above, but treated separately here, is the question of water pricing. When com-
monly used natural resources are underpriced or not priced at all, prospects increase that such 
resources will be squandered. Placing an appropriate price on a natural resource, one that reflects 
the marginal opportunity cost for its use, helps to ensure that such resources are used wisely and 
wherever possible conserved.

this is an important point when considering the escalating use of freshwater in the fracking 
process and in addressing the very large amounts of toxic wastewater produced by the industry. 
most of the water pumped underground at fracking operations typically flows back up the well-
bores after fracking ceases. this flow-back water is highly toxic and typically contaminated with 
the various minerals and other materials it has come into contact with belowground, along with 
traces of the chemicals used in the fracking process as well as some of the frack sand. this toxic 
waste must then be stored and re-used (most likely diluted with sources of new freshwater), or 
disposed of — either by injecting it deep underground at approved injection well sites or diverting 
it to approved treatment facilities, of which there are presently none in northeast BC.

at present, much of the water used by BC’s fracking industry is obtained for free under section 8 
permits authorized by the Oil and gas Commission.
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the provincial Water stewardship Branch, which allocates water licences, does, however, charge 
for water used by licence holders. the Branch publishes a schedule of annual water rental rates. it 
notes that as of 2009, for companies using water for purposes of “oil field injection” — a category 
that includes fracking — the rental charge is $1.10 per thousand cubic metres. this means that 
for every Olympic swimming pool’s worth of water (or 62 truckloads) used in the industry, the 
payment to the Crown is a mere $2.75.

such a nominal charge appears unlikely to encourage conservation (see A Partial Solution: Shale 
Gas Industry Water Innovations above). to achieve the maximum recovery and re-use of wastew-
ater — which would reduce the need to obtain ever-increasing amounts of freshwater under new 
section 8 permits and water licences  — the price shale gas companies pay for water must increase 
substantially. this includes both water obtained under short-term or section 8 permits (which 
companies pay zero dollars for now) and water obtained under longer-term water licences (which 
companies pay only nominal fees for).

a Partial solution: shale Gas industry Water innovations

Freshwater is not necessarily a prerequisite for shale gas fracking, although one would 
be excused for thinking so given the tremendous quantities being used in the industry 
today and being eyed for future use.

some significant industry innovations with respect to water use include:

•	 Use of highly saline water from deeply buried aquifers. encana and apache 
are currently using large quantities of salty groundwater in their fracking 
operations in the Horn river Basin and have indicated that water from the 
debolt aquifer will be their primary water source moving forward.

•	 reuse of captured and contaminated flowback water in subsequent fracking 
operations, which talisman energy is doing at its Farrell Creek operations 
and which many other companies strive to do.

•	 Proposed use of treated municipal wastewater, underway in the dawson 
Creek area as a result of investments by shell.

these innovations and others are occurring. However, they are occurring at the same 
time that energy companies — including some of those just mentioned — are either 
ramping up their existing use of freshwater and/or applying for long-term rights of 
access to even more freshwater supplies.
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First natiOns: OUt OF tHe lOOP

the Crown is under a constitutionally established duty to consult with First nations, particularly 
with regard to decisions affecting lands and resources. in northeast BC this reality is reflected in 
various “Consultation Process agreements” (or CPas) reached between the former ministry of 
energy, mines and Petroleum resources and the Oil and gas Commission on the one hand, and 
various First nations on the other. (such agreements expired in 2011 and are up for renewal.)

One such agreement signed with the Fort nelson First nation on december 1, 2006, specifies 
that consultations will take place with regards to “oil and gas activities,” especially those “that 
have the potential to adversely impact the exercise by the First nation of rights recognized and 
affirmed by section 35(1) of the Constitution act, 1982.”63

the CPas do not directly refer to water resources. However, it is clear that water usage by the oil 
and gas industry is subject to the terms of CPas. the CPa with the Fort nelson First nation notes, 
for example, that an “oil and gas activity” “means those functions related to oil and gas explora-
tion and development on Crown land within the administrative area for which the approval of 
the Oil and gas Commission is required, and includes but is not limited to, seismic, well sites, 
access roads, pipelines and processing facilities.”64

since large amounts of surface and/or groundwater are required to produce gas from shale zones, 
water allocation and subsequent use is not only “related” to gas development but essential to its 
production, and therefore subject to the terms of the CPa.

as the OgC has ramped up its approval of section 8 water permits, however, it is clear that not 
one single water use application by a natural gas company to the energy industry regulator was so 
much as referred to a First nation prior to an approval being granted. a recent review of section 
8 authorizations by the Fort nelson First nation, moreover, shows that in some cases it took the 
OgC just one day to issue a water permit following submission of the company’s application. this 
included an instance in 2010 where the allocated water volume under a section 8 approval to 
apache Canada at its record-setting two island lake fracking operation was increased by 100,000 
cubic metres, allowing the company to boost its water takings at the lake from 200,000 cubic 
metres to 300,000 cubic metres. neither the original permit obtained by apache nor the amended 
permit was ever referred to the First nation for comment prior to its being approved. the speedy 
issuance of the permits suggests the OgC’s allegiance is first and foremost to its energy company 
clients, not First nations. (the impression that the OgC maintains overly close ties to the industry 
was lent further credence in 2011, when the head of the OgC, alex Ferguson, left his job to take 
a position with apache Canada.65)

recently, the OgC has taken steps to begin rectifying this situation by issuing a directive outlining 
how it intends to proceed with consultations with First nations over natural gas industry water 
applications. the directive, however, would apply to only some industry water applications.66

Prior to the directive’s issuance in september 2011, however, there was little to indicate that the 
OgC or provincial government was committed to a formalized consultation process with First 
nations over water allocations and usage within their traditional territories. there has also been 
little attempt until only very recently to even consult with First nations and the general public 
over what a proper notification and consultation protocol agreement might look like. the lack 
of effort to consult takes on added significance when the impact of actual energy industry water 
withdrawals is considered. returning to the apache Canada two island lake example, the original 
permit deemed that it was acceptable to draw down the lake level by up to 10 centimetres and 
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no more. the amended permit, issued overnight, allowed the company to increase its drawdown 
a further 50 per cent. no ecological justification was provided for the sizeable increase in the 
approved drawdown. the company ultimately was forced to halt its water takings from the lake, 
after withdrawing some 270,000 cubic metres, because the lake level had fallen to just about the 
15 centimetre threshold.

the situation with respect to consultation on proposed water licences is somewhat different. 
notification of licence applications, along with some but by no means all related documents, 
are being forwarded to various First nations — but not the general public. the referrals include a 
request by the province that the First nation provide “comments and knowledge regarding the 
nature and scope of any aboriginal rights or interests claimed or practiced on, or adjacent to, the 
water under application.” typical of such referrals is a may 27, 2010 letter from Front Counter BC 
to the Fort nelson First nation. the one-page letter and accompanying 33 pages of related docu-
ments, including photocopies of a completed two-page water licence application form, pertains 
to a request by Calgary-based taQa north ltd. to withdraw up to 2 million cubic metres of water 
annually for a period of five years out of the Fort nelson river.67

the letter goes on to say:

We are not requesting a detailed submission regarding a claim in general but 
rather are seeking specific information readily available to you regarding activities 
carried out in the area under application, whether and how you consider that those 
activities may be affected by this application, and any proposals that you may have 
for avoiding, mitigating or otherwise accommodating your concerns.68

at least a dozen such letters have been received in recent months by the Fort nelson First nation, 
a strong indication that energy companies are intent on solidifying their water holdings through 
long-term licences. the letters are arriving, however, in the absence of any formalized consultation 
process with First nations or the general public, and with no clear indication that First nations will 
have any realistic prospect of influencing the regulatory review and approval process. also, the 
letters provide no indication that the government is willing to engage with First nations in any 
consultations around the cumulative impacts of multiple water withdrawals.

Complicating matters further, there is scant evidence that the OgC and ministry of Forests, lands 
and natural resource Operations have any process for working together to ensure that between 
the two agencies the public is presented with credible information to indicate that water resources 
are not over allocated or at risk of being overdrawn. nor does there appear to be any evidence 
that the two agencies plan to coordinate efforts such that all water applications are subject to 
a consultation process that fully engages relevant First nations and the general public on the 
broader issue of cumulative impacts on water resources as multiple water tenures are assigned 
and acted upon.
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CHemiCal Use

Chemicals introduced in the fracking fluid stream vary widely depending on the nature of the 
wellbore and targeted gas-bearing formation. as noted earlier, some state legislatures in the United 
states have made it a requirement that companies report the chemicals they pump underground 
at gas wells. Other states, notably new york where a moratorium is currently in place preventing 
shale gas developments in key watersheds supplying new york City residents with their drinking 
water, are expected to follow suit.

in 2009, a review of chemical use in fracking operations by the new york state department 
of environmental Conservation’s division of mineral resources listed 257 additives that may be 
mixed with the water injected into shale formations during the fracking process and provided a 
breakdown of the known chemicals — including carcinogenic chemicals — in those additives that 
stretched 10 pages long.69

as of now, BC does not require disclosure of the chemicals used in the fracking process. However, 
that may soon change (see Fracking Chemical Disclosure below).
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fracking Chemical Disclosure: Coming soon to BC?

at an energy industry conference in september 2011, BC Premier Christy Clark hailed a 
recent announcement by the Canadian association of Petroleum Producers that natural 
gas companies were prepared to support the “voluntary disclosure” of chemicals used 
in hydraulic fracturing.70

“my government applauds this move…and we’re going to go a step further,” the 
Premier said.71 “soon, BC will launch an on-line registry that will disclose details about 
hydraulic fracturing and about the additives that are used.”

“the information will be accessible to anyone who wants to see it,” the Premier con-
tinued, saying the registry would be up and running by January, 2012. “it is time to 
show everyone how safely this business is done.”

it remains to be seen how specific the information posted on the promised registry will 
be, with some expressing concerns that it might be quite generic in nature.

in an article posted to his news website, Public eye, journalist sean Holman reported 
shortly after Clark’s announcement that provincial officials had confirmed to him that 
natural gas companies would be free to apply to the federal government’s hazardous 
materials information review commission to keep substances they consider to be trade 
secrets off of the database.

similar loopholes have “become a source of controversy south of the border,” Holman 
noted, “where several states already have fracking fluid disclosure requirements. and it 
looks like that loophole is going to be controversial in British Columbia too.”72
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PUBliC HealtH and saFety

Public health and safety can be jeopardized by shale gas exploration and development, both 
above ground and below. Belowground, the biggest concern relates to how fracking activities 
can open up what might be described as contamination corridors, resulting in gas, toxified water 
and frack sand moving laterally from one well to another or vertically from the deep subsurface 
to the near subsurface, resulting in gas leaks or contamination of freshwater aquifers, as has been 
documented in studies of contaminated drinking water wells in parts of Colorado where fracking 
operations have occurred.73 in the most worrisome of cases, the escaping gas may be sour gas 
(natural gas containing highly toxic hydrogen sulphide or H2s).

in 2010, the BC Oil and gas Commission issued a safety advisory in which it noted how frack 
sand had been blown from one wellbore into another 670 metres away. this was just one of 18 
known “communication events” to have occurred between gas wells, in some cases spaced 750 
metres apart.

a troubling potential outcome of such unwanted events is that they could become contributing 
factors to ultimately deadly sour gas leaks. in november 2009, for example, a 30,000 cubic-metre 
leak of sour gas at an encana well site near the community of Pouce Coupe was ultimately traced 
to frack sand in the well, which corroded the well piping leading to a pipe break and the gas 
release. if frack sand were to be blown in sufficient volume into a producing sour gas well, a 
potentially deadly sour gas leak is one possible outcome.

Ultimately, to ensure public health and safety, wells being subject to hydraulic fracturing must be 
adequately spaced apart and properly developed at every stage of the process. decisions on well 
density and well proximity to human populations must involve public health officials working on 
an equal footing with the energy regulator.
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P a r t  6

Conclusion and 
recommendations

BC’s sHale gas indUstry is exPanding in the absence of a vigorous public debate about 
what we as a province want, and it will likely undergo an even more rapid expansion in the event 
that gas prices climb and/or new markets emerge, such as the possibility of an expanded pipeline 
network, conversion facilities and tanker terminals to ship liquefied natural gas overseas.

such developments will have significant implications for BC’s economy, climate change object-
ives, public health and safety, and the sound management and protection of the environment, in 
particular water resources.

given the obvious risks associated with accelerated shale gas developments, a suite of policy 
changes is needed to encourage more environmentally effective regulation of the industry. this 
includes pricing policies that encourage industry innovation, and many other changes to current 
rules and regulations.

to begin the necessary regulatory reforms, the provincial government should:

1. PlaCe CaPs On annUal natUral gas PrOdUCtiOn. to manage renewable resources 
such as forests and fisheries on a sustainable basis, it is common practice to set legally en-
forceable maximum allowable harvests. in the absence of a cap, resources are unnecessarily 
and sometimes dangerously over-depleted. Capping exploitation of non-renewable resour-
ces such as natural gas ensures their more ordered development while also buying much-
needed time to plan for the necessary transition away from their use. Failure to implement a 
cap courts the risk of a resource rush, which can cause serious harm to our environment and 
economy alike. Capping natural gas developments also gives the province a fighting chance 
of meeting its greenhouse gas emissions reduction targets. moreover, it ensures that what 
gas does come out of the ground commands a higher price because there’s less of it to go 
around. the longer the gas stays in the ground in a world running short of such resources 
the more valuable it becomes. Capping production further provides the space to determine 
whether or not the industry can move forward in a lower or ultimately zero-carbon way.
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2. deClare “nO-gO zOnes” WHere gas deVelOPments are PreClUded out of a concern 
for other important resources such as water. this will further lower the emissions associated 
with an expanded industry, protect the environment and important public resources, and 
increase the dollar value of what gas is ultimately extracted. ruling out immediate develop-
ment in some undeveloped watersheds would be a reasonable starting point. Priority could 
then be given to monitoring hydrological processes in undeveloped watersheds and nearby 
watersheds undergoing development in order to gather important baseline information that 
guides future decisions on industrial water allocations.

3. deClare a mOratOriUm On sHale gas deVelOPments in UndeVelOPed WatersHeds 
pending an independent panel review of hydrological data. By its own admission, BC’s 
energy industry regulator says that baseline data on water is missing over large areas of the 
province. to ensure that water resources are not irreparably harmed, the province should 
appoint an independent scientific panel of hydrological experts to assess the quality of in-
formation on surface and groundwater resources and rule on where industry developments 
should be precluded until proper baseline information is in place.

4. end indUstry sUBsidies such as reduced royalty charges and infrastructure credits and 
immediately review royalty rates to ensure a fair return to the public as future gas production 
is ramped down. it makes little or no sense to subsidize the depletion of non-renewable 
resources in the first place, let alone in an environment of depressed prices. ending subsidies 
increases the costs of doing business, but has the benefit of driving industry innovation and 
ensuring that finite, non-renewable resources are not developed prematurely. Higher royalty 
revenues can then be used to support a transition to increased production of renewable 
energy, which would support longer-term government income and greater employment.
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5. reQUire sHale gas COmPanies tO CaPtUre and stOre CO2 at all proposed new gas 
treatment plants. this includes plants approved but not yet built and plants where expan-
sions could take place. Without this requirement, as noted by simon Fraser University’s mark 
Jaccard, the BC government cannot hope to meet its legislatively mandated greenhouse 
gas emissions reduction targets. a portion of reclaimed subsidies could be turned back to 
companies after they successfully completed construction of carbon capture and storage 
infrastructure. However, companies would then have to immediately invest at least a portion 
of those returned revenues to meet the following recommendation.

6. FUnd, On a COst-sHared Basis, mOnitOring OF CarBOn CaPtUre and stOrage 

sites to ensure that stored greenhouse gases are not vented to the atmosphere. this is 
necessary for two reasons. the first is to ensure that the province continues to meet its obli-
gations to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. the second is to ensure that carbon capture 
and storage can be done without environmental and public safety risk, and if it cannot, that 
it is immediately abandoned as a climate change strategy.

7. laUnCH an exPedited PrOVinCial Water COnserVatiOn Or Water PrOteCtiOn 

Plan. this could be dealt with during the ongoing Water act modernization process. a 
credible, approved plan would include comprehensive groundwater legislation, which cur-
rently does not exist in BC.

8. PUBlisH a neW and COmPreHensiVe reVieW OF BC’s greenHOUse gas emissiOns. 

this is vital to demonstrate that progress is being made to reduce overall emissions, and 
should include a projection of future emissions associated with an expanded shale gas indus-
try, and a discussion of how the province will meet or exceed its legislated greenhouse gas 
emissions reduction targets while simultaneously promoting an expanded shale gas sector.

9. CHarge indUstrial Water Users HigHer Water-Use rates. Currently, shale gas com-
panies pay zero dollars for all water used under water withdrawal permits granted to them 
by the provincial Oil and gas Commission, and token charges of $2.75 per Olympic swim-
ming pool’s worth of water under longer-term water licences. Higher prices for industrial 
water use will encourage conservation and other industry innovations noted elsewhere in 
this paper.

10. make tHe sHale gas indUstry and OtHer indUstries Pay tHeir Fair sHare FOr 

HydrO POWer. With demands for power increasing in the province, BC Hydro has to 
develop or acquire new power. this carries a considerable cost. in its call for new energy 
supplies, the average price BC Hydro offered to pay was $125 a megawatt hour. as an 
industrial customer, the shale gas industry will pay an average rate of only $40 a megawatt 
hour. the loss incurred by BC Hydro (which must be paid for by its existing customer base) 
is over $60 per megawatt hour. this constitutes a formidable subsidy to the shale gas sector, 
one that may be equal to or greater than its subsidized rights of access to public waters. the 
industry also hopes to benefit from a large subsidy in the form of new transmission lines. if 
the industry requires new electricity, it should pay fully for this need.

11. PUBliCly disClOse all Water liCenCe aPPliCatiOns and section 8 water permit ap-
plications by the shale gas industry. at present, there is little by way of public notice on water 
licence and water permit applications, and what limited information is available is often not 
up-to-date and difficult to retrieve.
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12. PUBlisH all Water WitHdraWals FrOm all Water sOUrCes on a regularly updated 
database maintained by the province and available to the general public. a good model 
for this database would be the Harvest Billing system, maintained by the provincial Forest 
service, which details all logs harvested from Crown and private forestlands in the province. 
the database should include: the name of the permit or licence holder, the approved water 
source, how much water by volume and date is removed from what water source, how 
much water by volume and source is injected underground and where, how much wastew-
ater is produced at each fracking site, and where the wastewater is ultimately disposed of or 
reused. this database should include all traditional surface water sources such as reservoirs, 
lakes, rivers and creeks as well as unconventional surface source such as a borrow pits. all 
groundwater sources and withdrawals should be similarly reported.

13. WOrk WitH First natiOns tO deVelOP a Clear, Fair and transParent PrOCess 
for consultation on natural gas industry water applications and approvals. such a process 
must require water regulators to demonstrate how they have assessed or will assess the 
impacts on water resources, not just of individual water permits but the total number of 
existing or proposed permits and licences in a given watershed. such a process should 
include adequate funding to ensure that First nations either can have a hydrologist on staff 
to assess the impacts of proposed water licences and permits or can hire an independent 
expert on an as-needed basis.

14. deVelOP a Clear, Fair and transParent COnsUltatiOn PrOCess for the gen-
eral public on all industrial water use applications of a certain magnitude. the Canadian 
environmental assessment act and regulations could be a guide in this regard. Under Ceaa 
regulations, any proposed groundwater taking of 200,000 cubic metres or more per annum 
can be subject to a federal environmental assessment, if the proposed activity occurs on 
lands under federal jurisdiction.

15. assign One PrOVinCial agenCy tO Be resPOnsiBle FOr all Water assignments. 

this agency should have primary responsibilities for the environment, and should not be the 
energy industry regulator.

16. aPPOint an OFFiCial inQUiry Under tHe HealtH aCt to address the health and 
safety risks associated with sour gas and hydraulic fracturing. the University of Victoria’s 
environmental law Centre, on behalf of residents in BC’s south Peace region, has already 
publicly advocated for an official inquiry to investigate sour gas. given the expanding usage 
of fracking, such an inquiry should be expanded to address the additional public health and 
safety risks associated with fracking in sour gas zones.

17. reQUire ministry OF HealtH Or ministry OF PUBliC saFety PersOnnel tO reVieW 
and approve all proposed fracking operations that may potentially endanger public health 
and safety. Fracking activities in various locations in north america have been associated 
with potentially deadly sour gas leaks, contaminated surface waters, and contaminated 
drinking water wells. in many cases, these incidents occurred at operations sanctioned by 
energy industry regulators. a dual agency approval process should be required in cases 
where there is a reasonable expectation of a potential risk to public health and safety.
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18. reQUire tHat sHale gas COmPanies sUBmit FiVe-year and possibly 10-year develop-
ment plans. effective management of natural resources requires an understanding of indus-
try intentions well before activities take place. in order for the public to have confidence 
that their air, water and land resources are being properly managed, regulators need good 
advance notice from natural gas companies about where they intend to situate future gas 
wells, how much water will be required to frack such wells, where the likely water sources for 
the fracking operations will be, and what the cumulative impacts of such activities are likely 
to be. With proper advance notice, provincial regulators would be better able to determine 
what the cumulative impacts on land and water resources would be and whether the ap-
propriate baseline information was in place to make an informed decision on sustainable 
water use. Pre-development planning would also provide much-needed space for local 
communities and First nations to participate more fully in resource planning.

these recommended policies would ensure a higher level of environmental performance in an in-
dustry that is an increasingly major user of water and electricity resources while being a significant 
source of greenhouse gas emissions.

However, a bigger task lies ahead. and that is how BC will wean itself off of dependency on fossil 
fuels — a challenge the province shares with every other jurisdiction on earth. Ultimately the prov-
ince needs to enact policies that result in a steady ratcheting down in the use of non-renewable 
fossil fuels that are destabilizing the earth’s climate, with a corresponding rise in the use of energy 
sources that do not pump ever more greenhouse gases into the atmosphere.

this is what ultimately makes environmental and economic sense. an economy — and the partial 
funding of cherished public programs including health care and education — predicated on the 
steady depletion of non-renewable, polluting fuels is not a recipe for future health and prosperity.
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